
This report looks at the following areas:

Achievements needed to make them feel like a ‘super-mom’ and barriers to
achieving this
Areas where Asian Moms would like some help and what they’re willing to pay
for
Areas Asian Moms would prioritize if they had an extra three hours in their day
Perceptions on ability to balance their own needs against the needs of their
children
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“Asian moms may seem to
have it all: they are on
average more affluent, more
educated and more likely to
be living with a spouse than
other moms. At the same time,
they are also the most likely to
admit they feel overwhelmed
with the responsibilities of
being a parent.”
– Carol Wong-Li, Director –
Consumers and Culture
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Figure 1: Attitudes towards responsibilities held and balancing
responsibilities (agree), 2023

• Gaps when it comes to childcare
Figure 2: In-person childcare help, 2023

• Aspirations for more "me time"
Figure 3: Priorities for free time, 2023

• Some time for enjoyment
Figure 4: Attitudes towards balancing their own needs
(agree), 2023

• Opportunities and strategies
• Free Asian moms from time-consuming household tasks

Figure 5: Tasks Asian moms would be most willing to pay for,
by household income, 2023

• Authentically represent Asian moms
Figure 6: Attitudes media portrayal (agree), 2023

• Older moms could really use support
Figure 7: Attitudes towards responsibilities held and
balancing responsibilities (agree), by age, 2023

• A comparatively affluent and educated group
Figure 8: Key demographics, for Asian Millennials and all
Millennials, 2023

• Asians moms are on the rise
Figure 9: US women by race and Hispanic origin, 2018-28
Figure 10: Mothers with children under age 18 in the home, by
race and Hispanic origin, 2022
Figure 11: Age of mother at first birth, by race and Hispanic
origin, 2020

• Fewer kids but larger households
Figure 12: Births, by race and Hispanic origin of mother, 2021
(provisional)
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Figure 13: Average household size for families with children
under 18 present, by race and Hispanic origin, 2022

• The importance of extended family
Figure 14: Ford Canada Escape video, July 2022

• Inflation declines but the economy remains uncertain
Figure 15: Consumer price Index, year-over-year change by
month, 2022-2023
Figure 16: Consumer Sentiment Index, 2010-23

• Digital a key commerce channel
Figure 17: Asian American online shopping frequency, by
parental status, 2022

• AAPI hate, affirmative action and activism

• Meeting Asian Millennial needs through the lens of the
Identity Trend Driver

• As good as mom could make it?
Figure 18: Yishi Foods site, 2023
Figure 19: Afar Snacks Instagram post, July 2022

• Holidays as an opportunity for passing down traditions
Figure 20: Target “Welcome to Diwali” video featuring Jyoti
Chand, 2022

• Meeting Asian moms' needs through the lens of the Rights
Trend Driver

• Represent Asian families – accurately
Figure 21: Asian perspectives on brands (agree), 2022
Figure 22: Bounty ad, 2023

• Meeting Asian moms' needs through the lens of the Value
Trend Driver

• Dagne Dover has efficiency in the bag
Figure 23: Dagne Dover website, 2023

• Household chores loom large for Asian moms
Figure 24: Moms would feel like a super mom if she could…,
2023
Figure 25: Moms would feel like a super mom if she could…,
by age, 2023

• Significant pressure despite some resources
Figure 26: Attitudes towards responsibilities held and
balancing responsibilities (agree), 2023
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Figure 27: Attitudes towards responsibilities held and
balancing responsibilities (agree), by age, 2023

• Reinventing the Asian supermom
Figure 28: Everything Everywhere All At Once official trailer,
2022

• Asian moms most likely to go it alone
Figure 29: In-person childcare help, 2023

• Younger, Southeast Asian moms more likely to have help
Figure 30: In-person childcare help, by age, 2023
Figure 31: In-person childcare help, by region of origin, 2023

• Most open to outsourcing household tasks
Figure 32: Tasks moms want help with, 2023
Figure 33: Tasks moms want help with, by employment status,
2023

• Over half of moms willing to pay for housekeeping
Figure 34: Tasks Asian moms would be most willing to pay for,
Asian Moms vs Moms overall, 2023
Figure 35: Tasks Asian moms would be most willing to pay for,
by household income, 2023

• A taste of home?
Figure 36: TheCuminClub.com, August 2023

• Self-care a priority for Asian moms
Figure 37: Priorities for free time, Asian Moms vs Moms overall,
2023

• Older, affluent moms really value self-care
Figure 38: Priorities for free time, by age, 2023
Figure 39: Priorities for free time, by household income, 2023

• Many demands on moms' time
Figure 40: Attitudes and challenges towards being a
successful mom (agree), 2023

• Older moms need to put themselves first
Figure 41: Attitudes balancing their needs and media
portrayal, by age, 2023
Figure 42: One Down "My Filipino Mom Tries Saweetie's Look"
video, 2021
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• Consumer survey data
• Marketing creative
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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